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Beyond the CPTPP and RCEP:
A Preliminary Analysis of the Coming
Indo-Pacific Economic Framework
Charles T. Chou
(Translated by Albert Chung Yu Liao1)
CTPECC

I

n 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic and the

dramatically in the past few years. The

election of a new president brought large

main reason for this is the shattering of the

changes to the domestic and foreign policy

promises of capitalist globalisation and trade

environment of the United States. However,

liberalisation. Since the 1980s, neoliberalist

only in 2021 did the US’s global trade policy

economic policy has torn down the Cold War

reach a critical juncture of “paradigm shift”. In

and incorporated China into the global trade

October and November respectively, President

system. It has facilitated global economic

Joe Biden and Secretary of Commerce Gina

growth. But it has also worsened the structures

Raimondo announced the basic outlines of

of distribution, both within the United

the long-anticipated “Indo-Pacific Economic

States and among world economies. Since

Framework”. This puts the US on track to forge

the “Occupy Wall Street” movement of 2011,

its own regional trade policy outside of CPTPP

the US under the Democrats is clearly feeling

and RCEP.

the warnings emanating from the “losers

This essay aims to explain why

of liberalisation”. In 2016, Trump defeated

the “Indo-Pacific Economic Framework”

the Democrats to win the White House.

represents a paradigm shift, and the role it

Though the causes of his victory are definitely

will play in integrating the US’s domestic and

complicated, the consequences of capitalist

external trade policy goals.

globalisation’s maldistribution, especially
among the Midwest Rust Belt and US

A Worker-Centred Trade and
Investment Policy

agriculture, should be viewed as critical. The
2016 election and the political radicalisation
deriving from it have sunk the United States

The policy environment surrounding

into its worst internal strife since the Civil War,

economic life in the United States has changed

even causing concern for national unity.
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Trump’s successor Biden inevitably

most that governments were to do was to

needs to mend America’s domestic rift and

mitigate structural unemployment in the short

respond to the interests of unions, who have

run. But now, the appearing of a “worker-

always been loyal to the Democratic Party.

centric” trade and investment policy signals

Biden’s “worker-centred” trade and investment

that the US government is no longer strictly

policy was born under these circumstances.

adhering to the capitalist logic of distributing

This policy aims to “ … promote equitable

economic outcomes according to the logic

economic growth through the inclusion in

of efficiency maximisation. Now, there is

trade agreements of strong, enforceable labour

increased emphasis on domestic labour and

standards that protect workers’ rights and

citizen welfare. Future transnational trade and

increase economic security”, (United States

investment are now expected to help realise

Trade Representative, 2021, p.2). Under this

new policy agendas, not defy them.

banner, the US government aims to improve

Facing calls for the US to return to

employment opportunities for American

the CPTPP to proactively balance the political

workers, as well as strengthen the social

and economic influence of China in the Asia-

safety net. Facing a ravaging pandemic and

Pacific, the Biden administration still chose

digitalisation-induced widening of the wealth

to disappoint allies such as Japan, reiterating:

gap, the Biden administration is determined

there will be no new trade deals until domestic

to improve the welfare of all US citizens.

economic targets are met. That “worker-

Even though the details of this “worker-

centrism” takes primacy over the requests of

centred” trade and investment agenda are still

its allies shows the Biden administration’s

controversial domestically, from a conceptual

determination in healing the US’s domestic rift

level, it is already apparent that this is de facto

and securing workers’ support.

a reversal of neoliberalist economic norms.
Since the 1980s, neoliberalist
tenets have enthusiastically upheld the

A Strategic Stance
of “Connecting Allies”

logic of efficiency represented by the free

3

market. Neoliberalist tenets have viewed

Yet, changes in the current international

government intervention in domestic and

strategic situation do not allow the United

external economics as causes of inefficiency,

States to indefinitely cater to domestic

injustice, and even corruption. Trade

economic goals. On the basis of vast economic,

and investment policies liberalised and

technologic, and military prowess, Chinese

deregulated, allowing capital and economic

power is rising in the West Pacific. Banking

activity to respond to market signals, thereby

on its wide participation in global supply

adjusting and relocating their ways towards

chains, China’s “digital authoritarianism” is

realising efficiency maximisation under

challenging global “democratic/capitalist”

global capitalism. The labour market was

institutions on many fronts. The distributional

supposed to adjust itself in the long run; the

structure of global political and economic
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bargaining chips is thus shifting. The Biden

also pressures the relatively closed-off China,

administration knows well that the United

forcing China to accept this trade liberalisation

States cannot face this threat alone. They are

agenda, and even dissolve the economic basis

thus reversing Trump’s unilateralist measures,

from which China realises authoritarianism.

emphasising alliance-forming and trust-

However, as described earlier, the Biden

rebuilding to facilitate a coordinated global

administration’s “worker-centred” trade and

response.

investment policy does not allow for this

Under these circumstances, the

option. Signing new FTAs and further opening

Trump administration’s “Indo-Pacific strategy”

the US’s markets to its allies means that, at

is being renewed. The Biden administration

least in the short-term, the US’s labour market

is using a series of strengthening military

would be subject to the logic of efficiency

and diplomatic commitments to link up the

of globalised capitalism, which would

US’s Indo-Pacific allies in order to respond to

very likely be adverse to US employment.

China’s unilateral actions. The costs and risks

Especially since the economic impact of the

of these commitments need to be balanced

COVID-19 pandemic is still ongoing, the Biden

out by foreseeable payoffs. In the absence of

administration has its hands tied.

tighter commercial arrangements between the

Therefore, the “Indo-Pacific New Economic

US and its allies, it is also difficult to rationally

Framework” can be seen as a new shortcut to

distribute the costs and rewards of said

simultaneously accomplish both domestic

commitments. Reminiscent of how the Bretton

and global policy goals. With the limited

Woods system and the Marshall Plan set the

information which Raimondo has released, it is

foundations for coordinated Western action

possible to tell how this new framework differs

during the early decades of the Cold War, if the

from existing FTAs, and what it may mean to

United States wishes to organise an anti-China

the relationships among the US and its allies

alliance, it needs to set up institutions in the

(Magyer & Micklethwait, 2021).

Indo-Pacific to provide an acceptable mode to

First, this new framework touches

distribute costs and benefits among its allies.

upon emerging issues rarely touched upon by

Otherwise, lacking appropriate incentives,

FTAs currently in force, including supply chain

collective action risks failure via infiltration

resiliency, semiconductors, infrastructure,

and disassembly by China.

cybersecurity, privacy, and technological

To this end, allies such as Japan and

standards. Most of these issues pertain to

Australia have urged the US to return to

either US national security or potentially

the TPP to construct a common free trade

job-creating export sectors. Supply chain

agreement, thereby strengthening economic

resiliency (which include medical goods

relationships and sharing the benefits of

and services) and semiconductors match

further economic integration. On one hand,

the Biden administration’s examination

this prevents China from changing the rules of

of key supply chain weaknesses and

trade in the Asia-Pacific. On the other hand, it

semiconductor strengthening policy. A focus
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on infrastructure development matches

Conclusion

the Biden administration’s promise of
strengthening public welfare. Cybersecurity

According to this essay’s analysis, the “Indo-

and privacy protection are the United States’

Pacific New Economic Framework” of this

measures to facilitate digital trade and counter

coming 2022 differs in content with existing

“digital authoritarianism.” Taking the lead on

FTAs. This proposal is designed by the Biden

setting standards and norms in the issue areas

administration to fulfil both domestic and

aforementioned, the Biden administration

foreign trade policy goals. In short, it is

is trying to benefit employment, strengthen

determined to setup a framework among US

social security, and improve the infrastructural

allies for the distribution of economic costs

and health welfare enjoyable by the US public.

and benefits in response to a rising China,

At the same time, it sets precedent for US

without immediately promising access to the

expansion into digital trade.

US market. The United States aims to mobilise

Second, one or a few agreements
may derive from this new framework.

multilateral efforts to create a Brave New

However, unlike previous FTAs which cut

World of global economics. Allies in the Indo-

straight into the issue of “market access”,

pacific will have a stronger economic incentive

the new framework puts more emphasis on

to participate in the United States’ anti-China

fundamental rules and standards (Lee, 2021).

alliance.

Therefore, the new framework will not directly
impact US employment. Furthermore, by
setting the fundamental rules of the game,
the framework allows for each participant to
illustrate their own roles and opportunities
in the future, and in collaboration with
resource requisitions and investment, the
framework further consolidates the “AntiChinese Alliance”. The framework is akin to
setting up a website. Existing FTAs pertain to
content prepared for the “front-end”, while in
the future this “Indo-Pacific New Economic
Framework” processes the “back-end”
framework design, providing the necessary
conditions for front-end displays.

5
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Prospect of Post-COVID Education:
From a South Korean Case
Ji-Soo Sim2
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

I

t has been a long time since we have faced

now it is time to look back on what we have

an unprecedented structural disruption

done so far, what their impact was, and

caused by the pandemic, and the education

what lessons and notable implications for

sector is not an exception to the realm of

making a progress would be. A case of South

this overthrow. Under the environment

Korea will be illuminated for identifying the

with physical restrictions, every country

passage of education in the post-COVID era.

was forced to adopt technologies and
policies for remote learning. Originally, the
nationwide — or worldwide — application

Favorable Background for
Digital Transformation

of online schooling was considered as an
issue in a vague future, but its advent was

Regardless of the recent impacts of the

much faster than our preparation. Each

pandemic, South Korea has already been well

society had urgent time to build a favorable

known for its enthusiasm for education as

circumstance for this new paradigm of

well as its pervasiveness of ICT. According

education, depending on instant agility

to the national statistics, 82.7% of students

rather than deliberative consideration.

and 90.7% of parents want themselves/

Nowadays, as time goes by, people are in a

their kids to receive at least university-level

comparatively stable mood. For example,

education (Statistics Korea, 2018a), leading to

even though the number of positive cases in

the result that more than two-thirds of high

South Korea is breaking the new record on a

school students actually proceeded to higher

daily basis, the government is preparing for

education institutions (Statistics Korea, 2018b).

the normalization of schooling with physical

Among OECD countries, South Korea marks

attendance (Ministry of Education, 7

the highest rate of the population with tertiary

February 2022). Countries are at a stage with

education (OECD, 2022a). On the other hand,

the next options: to reach a perfect back-to-

South Korea also shows the highest proportion

normal, to actively try on the transformation,

of ICT usage. PC ownership per household

or somewhere in between. In this context,

already exceeded 70% in 2000 (Ministry of

2
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Science and ICT, 2020), and the current top

of confirmed cases is getting stabilized, the

rank in smartphone ownership (Pew Research

ministry tried to recover physical attendance in

Center, 2019) and access to the Internet (OECD,

late May, again starting from third-graders in

2022b) follows.

high school. It took 99 days for every student

In a synergetic manner, these two
aspects also made an interaction that led to
the generalization of Edu-tech. Emerging from

to make physical attendance (Ministry of
Education, 2021).
To support nationwide online

the early 2000s, internet lectures started to

education, the Ministry of Education

be widespread throughout public and private

provided guidelines and online platforms

education. When it comes to the late 2000s,

where teachers can share information and

almost every student became to take advantage

build capacity to conduct online classes.

of internet lectures using digital devices such

The government established public remote

as Portable Multimedia Players (PMP) and

learning platforms (e-hakseubteo, EBS online

electronic dictionaries. Of course, this trend

class) and organized existing digital textbooks

has been rapidly reinforced along with the

and educational contents so that teachers

supply of high-tech devices. In conclusion, we

can utilize them during remote education.

can say that South Korea had more favorable

Furthermore, the Ministry implemented

social and technological backgrounds to

the smart device rental system, particularly

prepare for digital transformation in education,

for marginalized students who are in an

compared to other countries.

insufficient environment to take quality
remote learning. Additional supports with

COVID-19 Breakout and the
Responses of South Korean
Education

communication expenses and mobile data
were also provided. Active partnerships with
private enterprises made it possible to achieve
a 100% rental rate for 283,000 applicants in

Right after South Korea had the first confirmed

total (Joint Ministries, 12 June 2020).

case in January 2020, the Ministry of Education
created the responsive task force and started
to discuss the postponement of the upcoming

Defect of South Korean
Responses in Digital Education

semester. The government finally decided
to adjust the start of the semester to a week

Nevertheless, the governmental effort was

after, but several more orders were announced

not completely free from the educational

afterward due to the rapid spread of the

gap issue. Since the educational gap is

disease. In the second week of April, Korean

known to be originated from the household

education experienced the first semester

background, weakened school effect would

opened online, starting from third-graders in

lead to increases in the household effect on

high school and middle school. Even though

students. First of all, there was a limitation

it was difficult to convince that the trend

in terms of the teaching format. Nearly half

2022
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of remote education was given as content-

Secondary education in South Korea were

based, while only 5.96% of teachers utilize

still in a way-to-university manner. We

the real-time double-way format as the main

can find the clue of such a university-ward

type of teaching (KERIS, 2020). This implies

centralization from the fact that the first

that there was not enough time for teachers

object of new attendance policies was always

to adapt their teaching methods to the new

third-graders in high school who would

environment. Under this situation, the remote

take the entrance exam soon. Learning

environment could only offer a restricted

methodologies focused on the entrance

version of traditional unilateral teaching and

exam, consisting of mass memorization

end up degrading an opportunity for active

and answer-defined problem-solving

and timely interaction between students and

technique, are not so much helpful to

the teacher.

enhancing creativity and variety in teaching

The high proportion of private

and learning, which are crucial to prepare

education in South Korea also showed its

for changes in the future educational

reinforcement during the pandemic. Park

environment (Ministry of Education, 2022).

Mihee (2020)’s research found that students

Such structural stiffness is also

in the high-income household could easily

related to social values. When we set

continue their studies by increasing time

standardization as the prime value of

spent in private education, while students

education, the influence of new technology

in the low-income household, particularly

becomes no more than unwilling

those whose parents cannot afford to take

intervention. South Korean Society tended

care of them, had difficulty with spending

to focus more on possible dangers (e.g.

time and receiving cares. Moreover, the

addiction, cyberbullying, losing sociality)

quality of the digital device also mattered

than possible opportunities (e.g. expanding

— the lower was the student’s income level,

learner experience, customized progress,

the greater was the possibility to experience

uplifting marginalized students’ accessibility

discomfort by malfunctioning devices as

to educational opportunities) (Ministry

well as an unfavorable learning environment

of Education, 2022). The attitude forms a

(Park, 2020).

gap between the speed of technological
development and the recognition of society.

Cause Analysis

There is also a gap between technology
and policy implementation. The 2021 White

9

Despite its great background and effort,

Paper on ICT in Education in Korea suggests

South Korean measures in pandemic-

an analysis that there was an excessive focus

driven education showed several points

on short-term responses which implies the

of ineffectiveness in the matter of

inexistence of mid- or long-term vision. In the

transformation where the main reasons

same vein, ICT-driven agendas in education

can be listed as follows. First, Primary and

policy have also been regarded as a partial unit
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rather than a broader theme with consistency.

constraint. Technology will help facilitate some

Such issue-based policies did cause confusion

functions, but it will not act as the answer to

in practice (Ministry of Education, 2022). In

everything. What leads the new paradigm is

sum, a mixture of structural issues, social

not the technology but our usage — this might

recognition, and a habit of instant resolution

be the main lesson learned from the COVID-

decreases the governmental capability to deal

era education.

with educational inequalities in emergency
settings.

Technology Towards a Better
Education: Equality, Preparation,
and Asian Competitiveness
Not only South Korea but also every country
around the world passed through the
period of remote education. Based on the
experience, all of us will select and redefine
the term “better education”. What could be
the direction of “better education”, then?
East Asian education has been great so far,
but would it be still competitive in the postCOVID era? It is pretty sure that the form
of future education will be far away from
solving multiple-choice questions. Rather,
it will encourage learners to have greater
access to educational opportunities, prepare
for work and life in the future, and obtain
competitive excellence to make a better
world by maximizing self-realization (Sen,
1999). So if we try to see technology in
better education, we might need to make
sure whether it only works within the frame
of tradition or is also applicable to future
learning. In other words, whether it traps us
in the gap or helps us to gain agility.
What to do above all is to clarify both
what we enjoyed thanks to the new adaptions
and what we have been lost due to the sudden

2022
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How Governments Promote CPTPP
Domestically: A Brief Comparison
Albert Chung Yu Liao
CTPECC

T

he Comprehensive and Progressive

submissions through a dedicated website.

Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership

This lasted until the original TPP agreement

(CPTPP), successor to the Trans-Pacific

was officially drafted in October 2015 (Cabinet

Partnership (TPP) and the Trans-Pacific

Secretariat, 2022).

Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement

The second stage started from

(TPSEP), is a free trade agreement signed in

October 2015 and ended as the CPTPP took

2018 involving 11 economies around the Pacific

effect in December 2018. During this stage,

Rim. Its agenda is not always supported by

the Cabinet Secretariat released policy white

some domestic constituencies. Propaganda

papers, while submitting amendment bills to

or social dialogue is needed to communicate

the Diet. At the same time, the Ministry of

and adjust government stances on trade

Economy, Trade, and Industry (Keizai Sangyō

liberalisation in general, and the CPTPP in

Shō, or METI) and the Ministry of Agriculture,

particular. This article compares how the

Forestry, and Fisheries (Nōrin Suisan

respective governments of Japan, New Zealand,

Shō, or MAFF) prepared for the CPTPP’s

and the United Kingdom promote the CPTPP

implementation in their respective fields of

domestically.

economic and agricultural policy. Both METI
and MAFF utilised websites and information

Japan

sessions to explain how the government could
provide subsidies and guidance to struggling

Japan’s domestic promotion of the CPTPP can

businesses and farms (METI, 2022; MAFF,

be divided into three stages. The first stage

2020). METI also mobilised online resources

was the period between the establishment of

from other existing public bodies. These

the “TPP Government Response Headquarters

resources mostly focused on transferring

(TPP Seifu Taisaku Honbu)” under the Cabinet

export know-how to small and medium-sized

Secretariat (Naikaku Kanbō) in April 2013, and

enterprises (METI, 2021).

the finalisation of the original TPP agreement

The third stage started from December

in October 2015. During this stage, the Cabinet

2018 and lasted until December 2020. This

Secretariat hosted information sessions on the

final stage consisted of follow-up studies

progress of the negotiations. For 30 days after

conducted by the MAFF, which resulted in

each session, the Secretariat accepted public

yearly reports.

2022
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New Zealand

International Agreements Committee released
a report scrutinising the DIT’s handling of

Even among the four founding economies

the CPTPP. This report claimed that despite

of the original TPSEP, it can be argued that

the aforementioned closed-door sessions,

New Zealand has played the central role in

the Committee found that accountability was

developing the agreement that eventually

still lacking in various policy aspects such

became the CPTPP (CTPECC Secretariat,

as agriculture, food safety, environmental

2022). Yet even so, the CPTPP remained an

standards, intellectual property, and medicine.

important target of scrutiny by opposition

The Committee were also concerned about

parties in New Zealand Parliament.

possible regulatory divergence vis-à-vis

It is customary in New Zealand for

agreements with the European Union.

“National Interest Analyses” to be submitted to

Nevertheless, the Committee welcomed DIT’s

Parliament every time New Zealand negotiates

promise to report to the Committee more

an international agreement. The Ministry

frequently (IAC, 2021).

of Foreign Affairs and Trade was the sole
ministry responsible for the CPTPP, and they

Conclusion

submitted six of these Analyses concerning the
CPTPP. Furthermore, the Ministry also held 15

In Japan, the domestic promotion of the

information sessions throughout New Zealand

CPTPP was coordinated among the Cabinet

(NZMFAT, 2021).

Secretariat, METI, and MAFF. In New Zealand
and the United Kingdom, single ministries are

United Kingdom

responsible for both the external and domestic
aspects of the CPTPP. Parliaments play a bigger

The United Kingdom is a major non-regional

role in scrutinising these ministries. Thus we

economy which has applied to join the CPTPP.

see two different approaches tailored to the

Similar to New Zealand, only one ministerial

political economies of Japan on one hand,

body is responsible for the CPTPP, the

and New Zealand and the United Kingdom on

Department for International Trade (DIT).

the other. All three governments made use of

In 2018, DIT mobilised civil organisations to

public information sessions.

promote awareness of its public consultation
regarding the CPTPP. DIT thus received a

size-fits-all model for social dialogue; the three

whopping 149,968 total responses, which they

examples here are but a small sample of all

analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. Like

CPTPP economies, and even then, the issues of

Japan and New Zealand, The Department also

trade liberalisation in general and the CPTPP

hosted public information sessions. DIT also

in particular have different meanings and

invited members of Parliament to closed-door

challenges in each of the three. Nevertheless,

sessions (DIT, 2021).

it is useful to track the examples described

In November 2021, the House of Lords
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It is often said that there is no one-
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above, as regional observers eventually need to

HOW GOVERNMENTS PROMOTE CPTPP DOMESTICALLY

assess the outcomes of both how the CPTPP is
promoted domestically and regional economic
integration as a whole.

ld5802/ldselect/ldintagr/94/9402.htm
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries.
(2020, December 26). TPP 等関連情報
[Information Related to TPP and Others].
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